Linkage and association analyses using families identified a locus affecting an osteoporosis-related trait.
Osteoporosis is a common disorder characterized by low bone mass and microarchitectural deterioration of bone tissue, resulting in an increase in bone fragility and in susceptibility to fractures. The genetic basis of osteoporosis is complex and involves multiple genes and environmental factors. Here we introduce a family-based study of the genetics of osteoporosis - the Genetic Analysis of Osteoporosis (GAO) Project - to discover genetic variants affecting osteoporosis-related phenotypes. The GAO Project involved 11 extended families from Barcelona, Spain selected through a proband with osteoporosis (N=367). We performed spine, femur and whole body densitometry for all participants and also analyzed strength and geometrical properties of the hip. Our study focused on 23 densitometric phenotypes that we considered of high clinical relevance and four definitions of low bone mass and fracture status. Pedigree validation was carried out through microsatellite genotyping. The same microsatellites were used to interrogate our data (i) for the replication of previous linkage signals and (ii) for the potential discovery of new linkage signals. The linkage analysis identified one region marked by microsatellite D17S787 showing a strong and significant signal of linkage with femoral shaft cross-sectional moment of inertia (CSMI; LOD=3.18; p=6.5×10(-5)). The chromosomal location marked by microsatellite D17S787 includes several genes, among which two are of particular interest: COL1A1 and SOST, coding for collagen alpha-1 (I) chain and sclerostin, respectively. Follow-up association analysis resulted in only one significant result for rs4792909 from the SOST genomic region (p=0.00248). As a result, we provide strong and significant evidence from both linkage and association analyses that the SOST gene may affect the strength of the femoral shaft. Future investigations should study the relationship between bone mass formation and strength properties of the bones.